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Abstract Many existing and emerging Scientific high-end applications (E-science) re-

quire end-to-end circuits interconnecting Grid resources for large data transfers. A

few advanced networks, mainly Research and Education Networks (NRENS), such as

Surfnet, National Lambda Rail and Internet 2, now provide mechanisms for end-users

to reserve and provision lightpaths via middleware referred to as Network Resource

Mangers (NRMs). Although, some progress has been made in automated intra-domain

lightpath services, inter-domain lightpath provisioning still requires manual interven-

tion and presents several key challenges such as scalability of topology information

exchanged, consistency and scalability of information model, security of access to the

resources, hybrid networking and multilayer lightpaths, and accounting and billing.

In this paper, we describe a new architectural framework called GIRRA with the

goal to provide an integrated response to these challenges. We propose a new approach

to model GLIF network domains and GOLEs as virtual switches and to describe their

behavior, functionality, policy capabilities, and topology aggregation. We define a inter-

domain path computation model to determine paths that meet constraints and access

policy restrictions. We propose a security framework for authentication and authoriza-

tion of users and a model for accounting and billing that aims to provide easy and

secure access to the resources. Key aspects of the GIRRA solution are that it focuses

on the inter-dependence between different challenges of inter-domain path provision

and it is built around already existing solutions for intra-domain resource provisioning.
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Fig. 1 Today’s GLIF architecture

1 Introduction

Today many E-science researchers use applications that require high-capacity and de-

terministic end-to-end circuits. These existing and emerging applications [1], [2] con-

tain large data flows of the terabyte and petabyte scale. Therefore, successful execu-

tion of these applications will need lightpath/lambda networking and on-the-fly per

user/application provisioning mechanisms.

The Global Lambda Integrated Facility (GLIF) has been promoting the paradigm

of Lambda networking since 2002 to help facilitate this growing class of high-end ap-

plications. In doing so, the GLIF consortium provides lambdas internationally as an

integrated facility to support data-intensive scientific research, and supports middle-

ware development for lambda networking, mostly free of charge to researchers. As de-

scribed in Figure 1, GLIF resources comprise NREN network domains and GLIF Open

Lambda Exchanges (GOLEs). GOLEs behave similar to Internet exchange points, in

that most NRENs have static connections to one or more GOLEs. The fact that most of

the NRENs are hybrid networks leads to a range of technologies available for stitching

multilayered lightpaths end-to-end. The term stitching is referred to as the concatena-

tion of different technologies into a single path, e.g.., source connected via an Ethernet

partial path that is concatenated with a SONET partial path (to cross the Atlantic

for example) and finally connected via Ethernet to the destination. The term multilay-

ered in the context of this paper refers to a lightpath created across multiple network

technologies with network elements supporting adaption between these technologies.

An example of this is a lightpath carrying 1GB Ethernet over SONET using GFP-F.

As the demand for global lightpath provisioning is increasing, the GLIF community is

considering to open access to its resources to commercial applications as well. To this

end, the GLIF community needs a new, user-initiated, automated and scalable inter-

domain resource reservation and provisioning framework capable of handling security,

accounting, and billing issues.

In recent years, the effort for automated resource provisioning in GLIF has focused

on the design of software controllers known as Network Resourc Managers (NRMs).
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NRMs represent pockets of automation within a domain, but inter-working solutions

between NRMs for inter-domain provisioning is still an open issue. The provisioning of

multi-domain network resources is challenging for multiple reasons. The hybrid nature

of most of the NREN networks leads to a range of technologies available for creat-

ing multilayered lightpaths. Interoperability between different NRMs is required for

multi-domain provisioning. As inter-domain path computation requires some level of

topology and resource information to be exchanged between domains, a uniform de-

scription language and model is also required. Once a modeling framework is agreed

upon by the resource owners, the main complexities lie with the amount and type of

information that is required to be exposed by each domain, leading to scalability and

security considerations. Exchange of information between domains implies a certain

level of trust between domains and models for mutual authentication between them.

To secure access to resources, while guaranteeing authorization-based provision, policy-

based mechanisms are required. In addition, accurate accounting and billing functions

are needed to facilitate payment for the provision of lightpaths.

In order to meet the complex challenge of inter-domain provisioning in GLIF, we

contend that rather than solving each of these challenges independently, a holistic in-

tegrated solution must be developed, where interdependencies between key problem

areas are identified and resolved. To this end, we present the design framework for

GLIF resource reservations, called GLIF Interdomain Resource Reservation Architec-

ture (GIRRA). GIRRA extends the NRM-based framework with tools to automate

and secure GLIF resource provisioning in multi-domain contexts and builds on con-

cepts currently under discussions in both the GLIF and Open Grid Forum (OGF)

working groups, such as the Generic Network Interface (GNI) GLIF task force and the

OGF’s Network Service Interface (NSI).

Specifically, we propose an integrated solution that addresses the problem spaces

of (i) model representation of domains and GOLEs and information exchange, (ii) au-

thentication and authorization (AA) for security, (iii) inter-domain path computation,

and (iv) accounting and billing.

With regards to model representation, we propose to model GLIF domains and

GOLEs as virtual switches called Girra Virtual Switches (GVSs). In doing so, we

capture the behavior and functionality of a network as GVS capabilities. The objec-

tive is to provide GOLE and domain information for path computation enriched with

technology, security and administrative capabilities such as technology adaptation and

multiplexing functions, access policy roles associated to the resources, and cost/value

of the resources. These capabilities support the design of a novel multi-layer, multi-

domain path computation model that encompasses security and advanced services as it

allows computation based on the authorization profile of the requester, determination

of the cost of the resources at the end of computation, and specification of different

technological constraints for computation. The path computation model is based on

an a-priori representation of a global GLIF topology with domains/GOLEs described

as GVSs. Inter-domain coarse grain paths are first computed using this topology, and

later intra-domain resources consistent with the inter-domain coarse grain path are

computed independently within each domain; note that, for privacy and scalability

reasons, GVS data does not include any intra-domain resource information. We as-

sume that all intra-domain path computation and provisoning, including multilayer

and technology adaptation considerations, are performed by the domains NRM and

GIRRA does not interfere with existing domain/GOLE control and management. Since

all resource reservation occurs during intra-domain path computation, all necessary
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traffic grooming will not be considered during inter-domain path computation. The

network resources are controlled and managed only by the domain/GOLE owners who

are aware of other traffic running through the equipment to provide traffic grooming.

The fine-grain path computation occurs only for the intra-domain path computation,

which is handled by the NRMs, and therefore out of scope on the course-grain inter

domain path computation. The term coarse grain is used in this paper for interdomain

and only includes the domains and GOLEs involved in the path and their associated

edge ports (including technologies, and policies, configurations).

The security framework that we integrate in GIRRA aims to secure access to the

resources based on user authentication and authorization models and provides an in-

frastructure for resource provisioning based on collaboration between providers. We

propose a federation-based trust model for GLIF providers and we provide a single

and secure interface for access to the GLIF resources, accounting and billing. Users are

asked to register with the federated GLIF providers for access to free services and are

asked to register with a clearinghouse for access to commercial services. Registration

corresponds to the submission of service level agreements (SLAs) that allow users to

access resources provided by multiple providers. The trust model also allows the intro-

duction of a collaborative model with accounting computed on the base of metering

functions activated in one domain and using cost/value data advertised in the GVS

representation of multiple domains.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe related work. In Sec-

tion 3, we describe the GIRRA architecture and its design objectives. In Section 4, we

introduce the GVS description model. Section 5 describes the GIRRA security frame-

work, including its trust model and the interfaces for users to access the GLIF resources.

The path computation model is presented in Section 6, while Section 7 describes the

GIRRA accounting and billing framework. Finally, Section 8 provides a brief discussion

and conclusion.

2 Standards and Related Work

2.1 Network Resource Managers (NRMs)

The GLIF community is an international virtual organization that promotes the paradigm

of lambda (lightpath) networking based on circuit-switching. An important objective of

GLIF is to enable international network connectivity along with the ability to reserve

and provision lightpaths in advance and on the fly across NRENs. Note that individ-

ual domains typically employ a Network Resource Manager (NRM) to setup dynamic

lightpaths between network elements within its purview. Examples of NRMs include

Nortel DRAC [3], Phosphorous Harmony [4], ENL NRM [5], and DICE IDC [6]. Since

these technologies have been developed independently of each other, several efforts

are currently underway to enable interoperability between these NRMs. These efforts

mainly entail the development of software wrappers between NRMs. While successful

demonstrations of interoperability have taken place [7],[8], especially in contexts where

scalability has not been critical, it is generally recognized that new control and man-

agement mechanisms are needed for dynamic provisioning of global lightpaths [9],[10].
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2.2 Network Resource Information Models

Information models have been around for years. Existing models include the Common

Information Model (CIM) [11] that provides an object-oriented schema for different

devices but does not have a schema that represents some of the DWDM gear in a

GLIF environment. The authors of [12] developed the Network Description Language

(NDL) which is a modular set of schemas based on the Resource Description Format

(RDF) mainly to describe networks. This functional model is based on ITU G.805 [13]

with the addition of capability information. The use of NDL to represent the complex

multi-layered GLIF resources has been demonstrated for the creation of a single-layer

interdomain lightpath [14],[15]. This effort is now going through standardization in

a new OGF working group called Network Markup Language working group (NML

wg) [17]. The Stitching Framework [18] also developed an object oriented data model

for inter-domain path computation. GIRRA will also build upon the efforts of the NDL

team, and the work of the NML working group with a nuance of modeling a GVS, which

has capabilities that are mapped from an entire domain or GOLE. A similar schema

will be used to represent the GVS as the NDL representation of single physical devices.

2.3 Generic Network Interface (GNI) and Fenius Project

The GLIF consortium has been working towards a solution for interoperability between

the NRMs mentioned above for several years and recently initiated a releated software

development project referred to as Fenius [19]. The Fenius project is developing a

single Generic Network Interface (GNI) API for experimentation. The purpose of this

API is to have a single, agreed upon, user-to-network “service agent” API that can

be translated to any existing single domain APIs (with existing NRMs as described

above). GLIF is working closely with the OGF Network Service Interface (NSI) working

group [20], which will use the experiences of the GNI API to develop the standard

Network Service Interface (NSI) API. The NSI API is between a “requester agent”

and a “network service agent,” where the requester agent could be either a end-user

or another network service agent.

2.4 AA and billing in Multi-Domain, Multi-Provider Networks

The design of a security framework for inter-domain resource provisioning in GLIF-like

communities, such as GRID, is still a challenge [21],[22],[23],[24]. The heterogeneity of

the GRID community is a serious challenge in defining and implementing a uniform

and common security model for AA, hence most of the solutions proposed focus on

interworking mechanisms between different security infrastructures deployed by the

multiple GRID providers. Moreover, the insistence of GRID providers on keeping tight

control of the authentication and the authorization data of their users increases the

complexity of the inter-working AA models.

Outside the GRID community, lightpath provisioning with security features in-

tegrated in [25], or interworking with [27],[28], the GMPLS control plane has also

been studied. In particular, [25] proposes to enhance the path computation proto-

col with features for AA of requesters. Most of the GRID solutions for accounting

and billing refer to GRIDBanks [30],[29]. GRIDBanks obtain user usage records from
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the service providers and manage the procedure for billing. The literature provides

approaches [31],[32], that propose to use accounting not only to motivate resource

contribution, but also to control resource sharing.

2.5 Interdomain Multilayer Path Computation

Path computation is defined as the mechanism that allows computation of optimal

paths satisfying a set of user requirements. There are several existing algorithms today

for path finding, however, not all of them consider multi-layer path computations as

required for GLIF-type hybrid networks. With multi-layer paths, technology adapta-

tion must be considered throughout the path finding process as a constraint. Recently,

several papers have demonstrated results on the design of mechanisms and protocols

for both intra- and inter-domain path computations [15],[34]. A comprehensive com-

parison of different interdomain models for path provisioning appears in [35], and key

open issues are outlined, including interdomain topology exchanges, routing, and QoS

and reliability of paths, for which no scalable solution yet exists. An important con-

clusion of [35] is that incorporating pre-computation models with PCE-based [33] path

computation may result in a scalable solution.

Other unique approaches to address the inter-domain lightpath problem space in-

clude OBGP [37], where it is suggested to utilize the familiar layer 3 BGP framework

and apply it to the optical layer for wavelength reachability across multiple domains.

In [37], it was proposed that an optical domain is modeled as a distributed Layer 3

switch, controlled by ”optical BGP”. In [41] an alternative to the ITU’s UNI/NNI

concept is considered to provide a Multi-providor Federation Interface (MPFI) with a

focus on policy-based requirements on services. Although a prototype of OBGP has

been developed, neither approach has seen wide deployment yet.

3 GIRRA Architecture and Objectives

The proposed GIRRA architecture for automatic inter-domain resource provisioning

encompasses resource description, abstraction and advertising models, multi-domain

and multi-layer path computation, interfaces for secure accesses to the resources and

for accounting and billing between users and the GLIF network. In the following, we

first describe the objectives that have driven our design, and later we describe in detail

each of its components as shown in Figure 2. We emphasize that the principle driving

our design has been to reduce and simplify the information exchanged so as to facilitate

interoperability among domains and a scalable path computation process.

3.1 GIRRA objectives

In the design of the GIRRA architecture we have the following main objectives. First,

we want to introduce a new abstraction model of network domains and GLIF GOLEs

that includes not just topology information as traditional models do, but also security

and functional capabilities. The key challenge in the design of this model is the abstrac-

tion of resource description that provides exhaustive information for path computation

with a controlled amount of description data.
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Fig. 2 GIRRA architecture and interfaces

Our second objective is to develop an advertising model with reduced traffic load

for scalable exchange of information between domains. To achieve this objective we

rely on the observation that key pieces of information useful for path computation,

including functional and security capabilities, are relatively static.

Our third objective is about designing an inter-domain, multi-layer path computa-

tion model that builds upon existing NRM-based solutions. We assume that intra-

domain resource reservations will only be conducted via the NRM of a given do-

main/GOLE. Inter-domain constraint-based path computations use the (mostly) static,

abstracted GVS information, and take into account the authorization profile of users;

the required technology adaptation and user request parameters are taken as con-

straints to determine the path suitable for each request.

Our fourth objective is an AA framework that allows secure access to resources

according to network-imposed user authentication and path computation policies.

Lastly, we want to design an interface for access to the GLIF resources that makes

the inter-domain path provisioning mechanism and the number of providers involved

transparent to users, while guaranteeing accountability and billing for all the resources

used.

3.2 GIRRA architectural components and interfaces

The GIRRA architecture we propose is shown in Figure 2. It is built around already

existing components incuding the NRMs, the GNI interfaces that are enhanced to
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achieve the GIRRA objectives and called Extended-GNI (E-GNI), and the network

service agent for which a functional definition is under discussion in the OGF and

GLIF working groups.

GIRRA Network Service Agent (G-NSA). The G-NSA is a key element of our archi-

tecture. It is responsible for the functions related to inter-domain and multi-layer path

computation and to the access of users to the GLIF resources. We define five separate

functional modules for G-NSA, namely, the registration module, the E-GNI module, the

topology generation module, the path computation module, and the security module.

The registration module is responsible for verifying the identity and authorization

profiles of research organizations and, more generally, of any entity interested in GLIF

resources. It provides these entities with AA credentials that can be used multiple

times for accessing resources.

The E-GNI module implements the interface to either the users or other G-NSAs

for access to the services. On this interface, the G-NSA receives lightpath requests and

interacts with the requesting entity for authentication and authorization purposes.

The topology generation module is responsible for generating a global virtual topol-

ogy representing the GLIF network, using information describing domains/GOLEs

stored in the repositories. This global topology is used by the computation module to

compute coarse-grain inter-domain paths. In the context of this paper, coarse grain

path computation refers only to the determination of which domains and GOLEs are

involved in the path and their associated edge ports. It does not include detailed

intra-domain path information. We assume that all intra-domain path computation

and provisoning, including multilayer and technology adaptation considerations, are

performed by the domains NRM and GIRRA does not interfere with existing do-

main/GOLE control and management systems. The path computation module also

determines the finer-grain paths by concatenating the intra-domain paths computed

by each NRM along the coarse-grain path. The G-NSA interacts with the NRMs to

ask for and obtain these intra-domain paths.

The security module implements AAA (authentication, authorization, and account-

ing) functions. It is responsible for authenticating and authorizing resource requests

coming through the E-GNI module. It performs accounting for resources using metering

information received from the NRM. The security module also supports access policy

control for resource provisioning. The path computation module interacts with the se-

curity module to verify the resources a user is authorized for that can be considered

for computation.

GIRRA Virtual Switch (GVS) Repository and Termination point. Two key repositories

are required for GIRRA: the GVS server and the termination point lookup server. The

former collects abstracted information for each GLIF domain and GOLE represent-

ing both topology aggregation and functional capabilities/policies; the latter collects

information regarding GLIF endpoints such as GLIF high-end compute, storage, or

instrument resources.

Network Resource Managers (NRMs). NRMs are responsible for intra-domain path

computation and reservation. There are two requirements which GIRRA assumes from

the NRMs that does not exist in current NRMs: 1) the capability for pushing the GVS

description information of their resources up to the repository servers and updating
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it on a periodic basis; and 2) implementing metering functions and provide metering

information to the GNSA for accounting.

Extended-Generic Network Interface (E-GNI). We refer to the GNI API on both the

interfaces between user and G-NSA and between NRM amd G-NSA. We propose exten-

sions to these interfaces (hence the term “extended”) to add features for authentication

of users on the user/G-NSA interface and for provision of metering/accounting infor-

mation on the NRM/G-NSA interface. The G-NSA receives E-GNI requests from end

users and can also make E-GNI requests to other NRMs via the GNI-Fenius framework.

In addition to the GIRRA components introduced above, we assume the existence

of a certification authority and a clearinghouse for security and billing functions. The

certification authority is responsible for issuing certificates used for AA of users and

mutual authentication between domains. The clearinghouse supports accounting and

billing functions and makes the heterogeneity of the GLIF providers transparent to

users.

4 The GVS Description Model

Our work is motivated by the following key research questions we hope to answer:

Is it possible to model a network domain and GOLE as a capability-rich,

topology-aggregated, virtual switch and provide enough key characteristics for

this model to scale? And what is the minimum set of information that is read-

ily available and relatively static for network administrators to easily compile,

abstract, and advertise, as well as update on a periodic bases for workable so-

lutions?

Our modeling approach is inspired by (a) the Edge Reconfigurable Optical Network

(ERON) [16] concept that enables scalable dynamic lightpath provisioning based on a

mesh network of intelligent edge switches and static lightpaths, and (b) the descrip-

tion model of high-functioning network elements such as a MultiService Provisioning

Platform (MSPP). MSPPs are described by a set of functions and capabilities that can

be configured remotely. MSPP capabilities include technology adaptation, multiplex-

ing/demultiplexing, cross-connections between pairs of interface on the same element,

and restoration/protection services.

As seen in Figure 3, we describe each domain/GOLE as a virtual switch, called

GIRRA Virtual Switch (GVS), and we model its functionalities, behaviors, policies,

and features as GVS capabilities. In doing so, we borrow concepts from remote MSPP

management. For instance, an MSPP allows for the creation of a cross-connect between

two ports having different technologies (e.g., SONET and Ethernet WAN), as long as

an appropriate technology adaptation capability is applied to the cross-connect.

Key aspects of the GVS description model include: (a) the determination of a re-

source description abstraction level that provides enough information for inter-domain

computation with a controlled amount of easy to elaborate data, and (b) identification

of domain/GOLE functions and capabilities that are relatively static and available

for network administrators to collect. Using relatively static information leads to an

advertising model in which information provided once can be used for computation

related to multiple requests. This causes a reduced amount of advertising information

compared with per-lightpath request adverting models.
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Fig. 3 Domain Modeled as GVS

GVS Description of Resources and Topology Aggregation. We propose to model an

entire domain or GOLE comprising several physical network elements into a single

virtual switch we termed GVS. The novel GVS model contains representation of only

the domain/GOLE edge ports after topology aggregation as potential cross-connecting

ports on the single virtual switch. Along with edge port representation on the GVS,

we also model the functionality/policy and features of the entire domain or GOLE as

GVS capabilities. To this end, we build upon existing efforts for modeling capability and

ports/interfaces such as NDL, NML wg or the Stitching framework that we discussed

in Section 2.2.

As described in Table 1, we propose to use URIs to identify edge ports and to

advertise their interface type and technology parameters, access policy rule and pricing

information. This information will be used for constraint-based path computation,

for determining which resources the user is authorized to access, and for determining

approximate cost values of a computed path.

Table 1 GVS Edge Port Information

Attribute Explanation

URI Uniform Resource identifier
InterfaceType Technology of interface
Access policy rule Who has access to resource
Pricing High level approximations of usage costs
Technology parameters VLAN range, MTU sizes etc.
Adjacent Port URI Uniform Resource identifier

Capabilities Abstraction of GLIF Domains and GOLEs. Abstracting capability infor-

mation of a domain/GOLE down to a single virtual switch is one of the greatest
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challenges of our GIRRA approach. As shown in Table 2, we propose to describe ca-

pabilities regarding technology and cross-layer adaption supported, multiplexing and

de-multiplexing capabilities, restoration capabilities and delay estimation. A domain

or GOLE can claim a specific capability such as technology adaptation when it has at

least one physical network element capable of providing it.

Capabilities lead to different configuration options and will be applied to the vari-

ous edge port cross-connect options when making an intra-domain path request. The

advertisement of these capabilities will provide the necessary information for the G-

NSA path computation module to use as constraints during path computation. As an

example, if a path is requested via the E-GNI API between two endpoints with different

technologies (e.g., Ethernet VLAN to SONET), it will then require that specific form

of technology adaptation from the G-NSA. The G-NSA path computation module will

use the presence or absence of that capability advertised by a GVS during the path

computation process. Doing so will assure that, when the G-NSA makes the required

E-GNI request for an intra-domain partial path, the NRM of the requested domain is

capable of configuring the internal network elements so as to provide the partial path

with technology adaptation.

Table 2 Advertised Domain/GOLE Information in GVS Server

GVS Capabilities Explanation

Technology Adaptation Type x Client layer to Server layer
Cross Layer Adaptation x Encapsulation form
Multiplexing/Demultiplexing Capability Configuration values
Restoration Capability Type of Protection or Restoration
Delay Estimation Approximate delay to traverse Domain

Termination Points abstraction . As for edge ports of domains/GOLEs, we propose

to describe termination points as ports on the corresponding GVS. As shown in Ta-

ble 3, we propose to use URI to identify termination points. Other attributes follow

similar parameters to the edge ports described earlier, however a novel attribute we

include for our termination point model is the most preferred (followed by next most

preferred, etc.) edge port. This preference parameter will be used during path compu-

tation to determine multiple paths ordered according to preference, and is one of the

key simplifications in the logical topology for path computation.

Table 3 Advertised Termination Points, Look up Server

Attribute Explanation
URI Unified Resource identifier
Interface technology type of interface
Access policy rule who has access to resource
Pricing high level approximations of usage
1st choice edge port likely available dynamic path to edge port
2nd choice edge port next likely available dynamic path to edge port
3rd choice edgeport next likely available dynamic path to edge port
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5 GIRRA security infrastructure and interfaces for lightpath provision

GIRRA includes an infrastructure to ensure secure access to resources that is based on a

collaboration model between providers and involves a consortium certification authority

and a clearinghouse. In this section, after introducing the GIRRA trust model, we

describe the interfaces shown in Figure 2 for organizations to register with consortium

and clearinghouse for provisioning of free and commercial services, respectively, and

the use of the E-GNI interface for authentication and authorization of users for access

to the GLIF services.

GLIF Trust Model. The entities involved in the path provision mechanism are the

GLIF resource providers, the research organizations, and the users of these research

organizations interested in using GLIF resources, referred as GLIF end-users. Today,

GLIF end-users obtain resources on the basis of identity and research profile of the

organizations they belong to. We contend that GLIF providers are inclined towards

collaborating and therefore are unique in their ability to have trust relationships to

build a consortium with a single secure access interface with users. As shown in Figure 4,

the certification authority provides the G-NSA of each domain/GOLE with a certificate

attesting the affiliation of its provider with the consortium. G-NSAs share direct bi-

lateral trust relationships, while the trust relationship between consortium and end-

users is indirect with research organizations acting as an intermediary between them.

Certificates issued by the certification authority will be used to support provisioning of

AA credentials that are issued by one G-NSA and can be verified by any other G-NSA.

These certificates allow mutual authentication between G-NSAs.

G-NSA  
(domain A)

Consortium certification 
authority

G-NSA 
(GOLE X)

G-NSA
(GOLE Y)

G-NSA

userconsortium research 
organizationG-NSA 

(GOLE Z)G NSA 
(domain B)

trust relationship
consortium certificate provisioning

trust relationship

(GOLE Z)

consortium certificate provisioning

a) Consortium trust model b) consortium, research organization, 
user trust model

Fig. 4 GLIF Trust Model
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5.1 Interface for Access to GLIF resources: Registration with the Consortium for

Provision of AA Credentials

As described in Figure 2, we propose that the G-NSA registration module implements

functions for registration of research organizations with the consortium. The registra-

tion model is distributed and the NSA of any domain/GOLE can handle the registra-

tion procedure acting as intermediary between the organization and all the providers

of the consortium. The consortium could also decide to refer to a third provider for the

registration functions and this will not invalidate the model proposed.

The functions of the G-NSA registration module are the following. It receives regis-

tration requests from the organizations, it is informed about identity and authorization

profile of the requesters, it issues AA credentials for the organizations, it signs these AA

credentials using its certificate, and it then provides them to the requester. Regarding

the verification of the research profile and identity of the organization, we assume that

the registration module can be provided with this information and we do not enter into

the details of this procedure.

AA credentials. The content of the AA credentials is described in Figure 5(a). It in-

cludes authentication information, authorization information, and the ceritificate and

signature of the issuer.
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Fig. 5 AA Credentials and Commercial service certificate

The authentication information describes the identity of the research organization,

its public key and the identifier of the user to which the research organization wants

to allow access to the GLIF resources. The public key is included to support the

mechanism for authentication of issuers of lighpath requests that will be described in

Section 5.2. The user identifier is included in the AA credentials to allow the research

organization to keep trace of the activities of its users. This identifier will be included

in the accounting records sent to the organization. If the organization wants to allow

more than one user to access the GLIF resources, it has to ask for a list of credentials,

one per user.

The authorization content of the AA credentials is related to the research profile

of the organization. This profile is used during path computation by the G-NSA to
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validate the resources the organization is authorized to use. The authorization content

of the AA credentials also includes a parameter describing their lifetime. The lifetime

is negotiated between the organization and consortium and defines the time during

which the credentials are valid.

5.2 Interface for access to GLIF Resources: Clearinghouse and Registration for

Commercial Services

Access to commercial services requires registration of research organizations with the

consortium for provision of AA credentials and registration with the clearinghouse (see

Figure 2). The clearinghouse has three main functions: (a) it acts as credit certification

institution of the consortium, (b) it receives payment from the organizations, and (c) it

distributes this payment to all the providers on the base of accounting records metering

the user service. During registration with the clearinghouse, the research organizations

prove their financial state and are provided with a certificate called “commercial service

certificate” asserting the registration. Users will be asked to show it any time they ask

for commercial services.

Commercial Services Certificate. Figure 5(b) describes the content of the commercial

service certificate. It includes information about the subject of the certificate, i.e., the

research organization, information about the identity of the clearinghouse and its digital

signature that guarantees data origin, integrity and non-repudiation. The information

about the subject includes not only its identifier, but also constraints that can limit

the use of this certificate. As an example, it may include an upper bound on charging

allowed per service and its lifetime. In Section 7 we describe how this certificate is used

by users to access commercial resources.

5.3 User Authentication and Extended-GNI (E-GNI) Module

The messaging proposed along the E-GNI API is shown in Figure 6(a). Authentica-

tion is performed by the G-NSA security module using the public key stored in the

credentials: the user uses its private key to encrypt a nonce received from the G-NSA,

and the G-NSA uses the public key carried in the credentials to verify the identity of

the user through the encrypted nonce. If the verification of the user is successful, the

G-NSA uses the signature on the AA credentials to verify their data origin, integrity

and non-repudiation. Users can use AA credentials provided by any G-NSA to request

a lightpath from any other G-NSA, since the verification of the digital signature on the

AA credentials can be performed by any G-NSA.

The main advantages of the authentication method proposed for GLIF users are

the following. It does not require storage of AA credentials in consortium servers and

it does not require interaction between the registration G-NSA that had issued the AA

credentials and the G-NSA that performs AA. The research organization is responsible

for storing the AA credentials and any G-NSA of the consortium can verify their validity

and use them to authenticate and authorize users locally. The locality property of this

model leads to semplicity as it requires enhancements only to the E-GNI interfaces;

it does not require signaling for exchange of users’ AA data between providers or

upgrading of the AA servers for storage of users’ AA data. This model is based on the

assumption that providers are inclined to share users.
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Fig. 6 User authentication and user discovery and selection service

6 GIRRA Path Computation model

We propose a path computation model that consists of four distinct steps: i) GVS

logical topology generation, ii) termination point lookup and edge-port determination,

iii) logical topology reduction and inter-GOLE path computation, and iv) G-NSA E-

GNI requests to individual NRMs. We describe each of the steps below and provide a

high level summary in Table 4.

Step I: GVS Logical Topology Generation. The G-NSA topology generation module

uses the domain/GOLE description data, stored in the GVS server, to create a global

logical topology representing the GLIF network. As shown in Figure 7, this topology

provides a mesh-based view of the network having switches (GVSs) with capabilities

interconnected with static interdomain links.

Step II: Termination Point Lookup and Edge-port Determination. The first function

the G-NSA performs to serve a lightpath request is the lookup of information about its

endpoints, that is, the URIs included in the E-GNI request, from the GIRRA repository

server (see Section 4).

This information allows the G-NSA to discover the source (ingress) and destination

(egress) domains and to identify the possible edge connections in each domain for the
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Fig. 7 Global Logical Topology and Reduced Logical Topology

specified termination points. Each termination point lookup data includes the most

preferred intra-domain paths to the most likely edge-ports of its domain. This is the

key information that helps start the coarse-grain global inter-domain path computation,

since the specific edge ports will relay the adjacent GOLE. The G-NSA also uses the

technology type of the endpoints to determine if there is a mismatch of technology types

between the two termination points. If so, then the G-NSA considers the technology

adaptation capability of the GVSs as a path computation constraint.

At this stage of the process, the G-NSA has determined the ingress and egress do-

mains and the adjacent GOLEs each domain connects to (see Figure 7). Both domains

now are represented by one or more partial paths from the specified termination point

to the advertised edge ports.

Step III: Logical Topology Reduction (LTR) and inter-GOLE Path Computation. Once

the egress and ingress domains have been determined by Step II, if both domains

connect to the same GOLE, then the path is determined and is composed of the ingress

domain, the GOLE and the egress domain. Otherwise, a path has to be computed to

join the edge ports identified in the egress and ingress domains. This path will include

only GOLEs acting as exchange points, as the GLIF network is mostly composed by

NRENs interconnecting to one or more GOLEs.

The number of potential inter-GOLE paths can be high depending on the GVS

topology. To reduce the number of these paths, we introduce the concept of logical

topology reduction (LTR), a function that takes place in the logical topology module.

This function makes use of the termination endpoint information on preferred intra-

domain paths to edge ports and their adjacent domain/GOLEs to determine paths.

Constraint-based policies allow to exclude paths with resources that do not meet these

constraints. During this step, the path computation model also activates the function

for verification of the authorization profile of the user to determine the resources they

are authorized to access on the basis of the access policy rule advertised in the modeling
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GVS. Resources the user is not authorized to access are eliminated from the topology,

further reducing the complexity of path computation. Figure 7 shows an example of

path computation with LTR. In this example, the number of GVSs has been signifi-

cantly reduced by eliminating all domain GVSs that are not the ingress domain or the

egress domain. This reduction in potential paths is based on the assumption that it is

more efficient to create an interdomain path via GOLEs (open exchange points) rather

than traversing another network domain. The example further reduces the number of

potential paths by utilizing the preferred edge port information provided in the end

point table. This information provides the path computation with starting edge points

at the ingress domain and duplicates a similar starting edge point at the egress domain.

These starting edge points limit the number of GOLEs to interconnect through.

Step IV: GNSA E-GNI Requests to Individual NRMs. Once the coarse-grain global

path is computed in Step III, the G-NSA uses the E-GNI API to make intra-domain,

partial-path requests to the NRMs of each of the domains and GOLEs involved in the

coarse-grain path. The specification for each path request is collected from both the

original end user requests and the edge ports advertised via the GVS server. A collection

of these pieces of information results in a fully specified lightpath request for each

domain and GOLE in the path. The G-NSA will have more than one computed path

to try to reserve in case of failed attempts. It is critically important for the G-NSA to

use a two-phase commit for all resource requests in the requested path. In other words,

each GOLE and domain must provide a positive reply to the reservation before the

G-NSA can request for the resources to be committed. If one of the domains or GOLEs

provide a negative reply to the partial path request, then the G-NSA must repeat the

process with one of several alternate lightpaths. Once all domains and GOLEs provide

a positive reply, the G-NSA sends a commit to each of them to provision the lightpath.

Table 4 GNSA Path Finding Algorithm

GVS Logical Topology

1 GNSA has already retrieved all advertised GVSs and static links information
2 GNSA created a global logical topology

Termination Point Lookup and Edge-port Determination

3 GNSA receives E-GNI request for path A to B
4 GNSA does lookup for termination point A and B
5 GNSA retrieves termination point information for both A and B
6 GNSA takes point A and first choice edge port and places a static link between A and edge port
7 repeats step 6 for point B
8 GNSA substitutes domain A with a static link between point A and 1st choice edge port in Domain A
9 GNSA substitutes domain B with a static link between point B and 1st choice edge port in Domain B

Logical Topology Reduction (LTR) and inter-GOLE path computation

10 GNSA removes remaining Domain GVS from logical topology
11 GNSA asks if edge port for Domain A connects to the same GOLE as domain B?
12 If step 11 is true than global path computation is complete Path: A-¿ GOLE-¿B
13 If step 11 is not true than use path computation to find remainder of path via GOLEs
14 steps 6 through 13 may be repeated until exhaust the combination of edge ports in lookup server

GNSA E-GNI requests to individual NRMs

15 NSA then uses E-GNI to make path request from each domain and GOLE in global path
16 GNSA relies on a two-phase commit before the path is established and ready for the user to use
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7 Service Discovery, Accounting, Metering and Billing System

To describe the accounting model proposed for GIRRA, we divide the accounting cycle

in three steps, namely, service discovery and selection, metering, and accounting and

billing.

Service discovery and selection. We propose a discovery and selection service that

provides users with information about the technological properties and price of the

different solutions suitable for their requests at the end of coarse-grain computation,

and allows users to select one. The computation of the price of the paths is based on

the value of resources, defined as cost per unit of time, advertised in the modeling

GVS. The G-NSA, during path computation, collects the approximate costs of the

resources along the computed paths to determine the overall costs (sum of the value

of the resources used in each domain) which it provides to the end user. The discovery

and selection procedure is described in Figure 6(b). If the path includes commercial

resources, the user has to includes the commercial certificate issued by the clearinghouse

in the message, to allow the G-NSA to verify if the user is authorized to access them.

The user signs the acceptance notification message to guarantee its data origin, integrity

and non-repudiation. The G-NSA holds the acceptance notification as proof against

payment and provides it to the clearinghouse along with the accounting records related

to the resources used by the user.

Metering. Metering is the procedure to measure the amount of resources used by a

service for accounting. In GIRRA, the metering information required are the “starting

time” and the “time length” of the lightpath connection. As these are the same in any

domain, we propose to deploy the metering functions just in the access domain of the

the user. We assume the access NRM controls metering and provides metering data to

the G-NSA through the E-GNI interfaces.

Accounting computation and billing. The G-NSA uses the metering data and informa-

tion about the value of the resources of a computed path to issue accounting records

describing connection starting time and length, the value of the resources in each do-

main and their cost, and the total cost of the path. The G-NSA sends the accounting

records regarding the user activity to the user. The accounting records are also pro-

vided to the clearinghouse if the service provided is a commercial one. In this case, the

clearinghouse will handle payment for the resources by the user and will distribute the

price to providers on the basis of what is described in the accounting records.

8 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we described our proposed GIRRA solution for interdomain lightpath

provisioning. We aligned our solution with current activities in standard bodies and

forums, while introducing new design features necessary for providing a holistic solu-

tion set encompassing resource description and advertising models, path computation,

interfaces for authenticated and authorized access to the services, and accounting and

billing. GIRRA is based on proven concepts that exist today in remote management

of complex network elements such as MSPPs. We described a model for description of

GLIF resources based on a virtual switch representation, and a provision framework
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with secure access to resources provided by multiple providers. A federation-based

trust model allows providers to join into a consortium for the provisioning of inter-

domain lightpaths, supports advertisement of GVSs information for inter-domain path

computation, and provides users with transparent access to resources from multiple

providers.

Our approach simplifies inter-domain path computation by introducing a two-

stage path process that includes the determination of an end-to-end coarse-grain inter-

domain path followed by NRM-based intra-domain path computation. Complex intra-

domain path computations and reservations remain under the scope and control of

existing NRMs. Our design of the E-GNI API facilitates this two-stage path computa-

tion model. The global coarse-grain path computation takes place over GIRRA’s logical

topology, uses the logical topology reduction mechanism, and is based on compilation

of key information abstracted from network domains and GOLEs that are filtered on

the basis of constraints provided by users and security access functions. We also con-

sidered the issue of accounting and billing, and we proposed a model that makes users

aware of the different resources suitable for their needs, and provides guarantees of ac-

countability and billing for the resources provided by each provider to serve a lightpath.

Finally, GIRRA was built around existing efforts and aims to support the discussion

on inter-domain provision of standardization bodies as OGF.

In GIRRA, we followed the philosophy that minimal information coupled with sim-

plified access to it often leads to a higher degree of sustainability and interoperability.

We focused on abstraction of relatively static information to describe resources and

reduced the requirement for NRM interoperability by forcing information exchange via

a push/pull mechanism with repositories. While this increases scalability, the accuracy

and freshness of the information greatly decreases resulting in possibly false positive

path computations. Similarly, consistency issues may arise by asynchronous topology

generation and serving of lightpath requests. Another important assumption that has

driven the GIRRA design is that GLIF providers are inclined to collaborate and to

share users. This assumption implies that all participants agree to the proposed model

and that users agree to make their profile available to all GLIF providers. Another

aspect unexplored in GIRRA is about GVS and termination point advertisements that

should be automatic to avoid mis-configuration errors. Therefore, the GIRRA archi-

tecture introduced in this paper raises several questions we plan to investigate on in

our future work. In particular, we plan to study the scalability, complexity and per-

formance of the model proposed and the trade-offs between them. We will continue to

refine the level of abstraction of domain capabilities and topology aggregation. We will

investigate the privacy issues arising from the user sharing concept. We will explore the

use of the PerfSONAR framework for the GIRRA repositories and interface protocols

for the push and pull information exchange, as well as for providing a framework for

monitoring lightpaths.
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